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Introduction
2005 Congress passed the Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient
Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users (SAFETEA-LU). SAFETEA-LU is

In

the federal legislation that outlines the requirements for the transportation
planning process including the designation of Metropolitan Planning
Organizations (MPO) to oversee the process in metropolitan areas. The
Genesee County Metropolitan Alliance is the MPO for Genesee County and the
Genesee County Metropolitan Planning Commission serves as the staff to the
MPO.
The legislation requires that the MPO’s develop a Long Range
Transportation Plan (LRTP) with at least a twenty-year horizon. SAFETEA-LU
expanded the seven areas of which metropolitan planning organizations (MPOs)
and states should consider when developing their LRTP’s to include two new
additional factors security and the environment. The security factor is now a
stand alone factor where before it was included as part of another factor. The
environmental factor is expanded for integration of planned growth and
development of metropolitan areas. The eight SAFTEY-LU Planning Factors are
listed below along with the details on how the Genesee County Metropolitan
Alliance and the 2035 Flint-Genesee County Long Range Transportation Plan are
meeting the goals established under this legislation for MPO transportation
planning.

Scope of Planning Process/SAFETEA-LU Planning Factors
The metropolitan planning process for a metropolitan planning area shall carry
out a transportation planning process that provides for consideration and
implementation of projects, strategies and services that will:
1.

Support the economic vitality of the United States, the States, nonmetropolitan areas, and metropolitan areas, especially by enabling global
competitiveness, productivity, and efficiency

Bishop Airport Intermodal Hub
Staff is currently assisting with the development of the Intermodal Hub at
Bishop International Airport which is a result of the 2001 Genesee County
Metropolitan Alliance’s I-69/I-75 Intermodal Study.
The C.S. Mott
Foundation granted the Bishop International Airport Authority $10,000,000
in 2008 to complete Phase II of the Bishop Intermodal Hub. The $33.7million Bishop project, scheduled for completion in 2009, will capitalize on
the Flint area's strategic location along national and international trade
corridors. Bishop, which already handles more than 33 million pounds of
cargo annually, has direct access to interstates I-69 and I-75 as well as
two major railroad systems. A key component of the new intermodal
facility will be the increased connection between Bishop Airport and the
region's economic development strategy.
The Genesee Regional
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Chamber of Commerce, the lead regional entity for economic
development, is partnering with Bishop to align the intermodal hub with
efforts to foster increased job opportunities and economic diversification in
the Flint area. The project is expected to increase the area's global
competitiveness and maximize Flint's foreign trade zone designation. This
is discussed in the Intermodal Freight Technical Report.

Corridor-Connector and Freight Study
Also in 2009, the Genesee County Metropolitan Alliance will begin a
Corridor-Connector and Freight Study of the highway system in Genesee
County. This plan will look at the existing system and future needs of
transportation and freight with an emphasis on regional linkages between
I-75 in the Grand Blanc area and US-23 in the Fenton area, as well as the
I-75 and I-69 interchange area. This is discussed in the Intermodal Freight
Technical Report.

Population and Employment Projections
The Genesee County 2035 Population and Employment Projections show
the locations and distribution of industries and population centers in
Genesee County. We use this data to identify areas of future growth and
to assist in planning for that growth and development the 2035 LRTP.
Projects for the 2035 LRTP are developed to help maximize this growth.
Population and employment projections combined are referred to as
socioeconomic projections and are discussed in the model calibration
report and included with the Land Use Technical Report.

Regional Trail Plan
The Non-Motorized Technical Report provides a great view of a future
regional non-motorized trail system that when implemented over the life of
the 2035 LRTP will create the type resources that will attract young
talented workers to this area and provide the type of place where people
want to work and live.

Keeping the Transportation System Functioning
Roadways that provide access to Genesee County recreation and tourist
attractions, major retail/commercial facilities, public transit terminals,
regional airports, passenger and freight rail facilities, and employment
centers are all evaluated. Traffic volumes and pavement conditions are
monitored, and potential areas of traffic congestion are identified. Funding
for transportation projects that: promote economic development, job
creation/retention, recreational travel and attract tourism are available
through State of Michigan Transportation Economic Development Funds 2

Category A (TEDF) and Surface Transportation Program (STP)
Enhancement Activities. This is discussed in the majority of the technical
reports created for the plan.

2.

Increase the safety of the transportation system
for motorized and nonmotorized users
Safety Technical Report
The Safety Technical Report describes the Safety Program that GCMPC
has developed to help ensure a safe transportation network. This report
provides detailed information and links to additional resources on areas of
safety concerns. Local crash trends are analyzed and a safety profile has
been developed for each local unit of government. An extensive
Intersection Safety Study provides recommended improvements for 48
high-crash locations in Genesee County.

Complete Streets Technical Report
Complete Streets provide a great safety benefit by providing adequate
accommodations for all modes of travel. Polices for Complete Streets are
identified in this chapter that are being integrated in to the LRTP and TIP
project selection process. The 2035 LRTP has an extensive technical
report on Complete Streets, which included the findings of a
comprehensive 4 to 3 lane road conversion study of potential road diets
that where implemented could improve safety for motorists and
pedestrians. Local data on the crash reductions of existing road diets in
Genesee County in the report highlights an overall 32% reduction in
crashes where a road diet was implemented.

Non-motorized Technical Report
The Non-Motorized Technical Report provides a list and map of 102
potential non-motorized pathways. These pathways can improve the
safety for pedestrians and bicyclists by providing a separate facility away
from the vehicular traffic for these transportation users to safely travel to
their destinations in Genesee County. One of the five goals of the Nonmotorized Technical Report is safety.
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3.

Increase the security of the transportation system
for motorized and non-motorized users
A Secure Transit System
The Transit Technical Report provides measures to increase public transit
passengers' security as well as vehicle safety. Transit security projects
such as lighting and signage for buses with school children on board, and a
video surveillance system provide connectivity between buses and
passenger terminals are discussed in the report. Intelligent Transportation
Systems (ITS) technology is also being introduced to MTA’s transit system,
such as vehicle locator equipment. This allows remote location tracking of
the vehicle at all times.

Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS)
An Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) improves transportation safety
and mobility and enhances productivity through the use of advanced
communications technologies.
The ITS Technical Report includes
information on the three ITS plans that serve Genesee County: The
Michigan Bay Region ITS Plan, The Genesee County Regional ITS Plan
and The Flint Mass Transportation Authority ITS Implementation Plan.

4.

Increase the accessibility and mobility of people
and for freight
Accessibility is critical to the efficient movement of people and freight. The
transportation system in Genesee County is continually reviewed for
infrastructure conditions and accessibility levels in order to realize the smooth
flow of freight movement on a system wide level. This includes such projects
as the Intermodal Hub at Bishop International Airport.
The Corridor-Connector and Freight Study of the highway system in Genesee
County will provide a great wealth of knowledge of freight movements and
potential improvements to the transportation system. This study is to begin in
2009.
The Genesee County Travel Demand Model includes a freight component
and freight-flows for the federal aid road system in Genesee County and
includes future freight flows out to the year 2035. More information on freight
movements from the Model can be found in the Model Calibration Report and
the Intermodal Freight Technical Report.
The same efforts reviewed for the efficient movement of freight also apply to
travelers. Improvements have been implemented in the provision of barrier
4

free, public transit vehicles as well as improvements in the road network to
ensure the smooth flow of commuter traffic. Some of the improvements have
included the MTA's greatly expanded regional transit system that provides
access and mobility for workers who are employed outside of the county.
Locations of fixed public transit routes are determined by need/demand for
services using analytical methods that identify demographic profiles and
evaluate associated data. The Genesee County Travel Demand Model
includes a transit component that is used to help predict future fixed route
transit ridership. More information on the transit aspects of the model can be
found in the Model Calibration Report. The transit aspect of the planning
process also ensures that those populations requiring specialized
transportation services, such as the elderly and persons with disabilities, are
identified and have access to public transit. The Coordinated Plan was
conducted to identify the needs of these populations. The Land Use
Technical Report recommends land use policies that will improve accessibility
of transit and mobility of people.
Another improvement to the overall system is in providing additional options
for commuter travel. Accomplishments in this area are demonstrated by such
activities as the implementation of transit friendly car pool parking lots,
allowing additional options for the commuting public. The MTA continues to
expand their curb-to-curb services (Your Ride) by providing additional
Customer Service Centers in each of the 11 designated Your Ride Service
Areas of the county. GCMPC staff continues to reach out to the community
about the benefits of carpooling and connecting people interested in
carpooling thought the promotion of the Rideshare Program.

5.

Protect and enhance the environment, promote energy
conservation, improve the quality of life, and promote
consistency between transportation improvements and
State and local planned growth and economic
development patterns
Federal regulations including (but not limited to) the Clean Air Act (CAA) and
the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 (CAAA), The National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA), National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS), Title VI
of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Executive Order 12898 addressing
Environmental Justice, as well as State of Michigan social and environmental
laws and regulations are adhered to in the transportation programs, plans and
projects administered in Genesee County.
Energy availability has a significant impact on the amount of travel and mode
choice, as well as the overall economy of the planning area. The status of
energy availability and the utilization of alternative fuels by transportation
agencies and service providers in Genesee County are monitored and
5

evaluated. Also, the use of alternative fuels is promoted through participation
in U.S. Department of Energy programs. The Rideshare program also assists
in meeting objectives for decreased energy use in Genesee County by
promoting commuter carpools and vanpools. Measures to relieve congestion
and thus reduce energy consumption are also an integral part of the
transportation project selection process.
With the designation of Genesee County as a air quality attainment
maintenance area for meeting ozone NAAQS, an additional federal funding
program, Congestion Mitigation/Air Quality (CMAQ), will assist to promote and
implement transportation system improvements that are designed to improve
energy consumption and reduce air pollution from mobile sources.
MTA is working in partnership with the Michigan State University and
Kettering University to advance hybrid and fuel cell technology. The goal is to
establish Genesee County and the State of Michigan as the premier center for
the commercialization of this technology. Michigan State University is the
lead agency for the development of advanced technology and Kettering
University is the lead agency for the commercialization.
The Mass
Transportation Authority provides the location for the evaluation and testing
for transit vehicle technology. MTA has purchased vehicles for its fleet
equipped with current hybrid technology. In addition, the MTA is constructing
a hydrogen generation facility which will support the operation of fuel cell
transit vehicles in the future. Fuel cell technology uses chemical energy
rather than combustion to generate electric power for the vehicle, which
results in far fewer or even zero emissions. This technology would help
Genesee County improve its air quality, and would help the county progress
towards a fuel cell economy. This is discussed in the Transit Technical
Report.
Progress is being made towards improving the non-motorized transportation
choices for Genesee County residents by forming the Genesee County
Regional Trail Council (GRTC). The Genesee County Regional Trail Plan
was developed by staff in collaboration with the GRTC. The plan emphasizes
connectivity throughout the county, with the goal of connecting urban,
suburban and rural communities. The Flint Farmer’s Market, the Cultural
Center, Stepping Stone Falls, and numerous park and recreation areas are
included in the plan’s goal of incorporating important community hubs and
destinations in the trail network. An integrated trail system will help residents
stay healthy, connect with the local community, protect and enhance the
environment, save energy, and reduce traffic congestion and pollution. This is
discussed in the Transit Technical Report.
GCMPC staff is currently working with the GRTC, local trail advocates,
municipalities and government agencies to build the top five priority trail
projects identified in the Genesee County Regional Trail Plan. GCMPC
provides technical assistance to these trail projects and has to date received
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three large transportation and recreation grants for priority trails in Genesee
County. We will continue to help our local agencies build a regional trail
network in Genesee County.
The Genesee Regional Trail Council has also worked on developing
Complete Streets Policies for Genesee County. A Complete Streets policy
ensures that the entire right of way is routinely designed and operated to
enable safe access for all users and that transportation agencies must ensure
that all road projects result in a complete street appropriate to local context
and needs. This is discussed in the Complete Streets Technical Report.
Local township, city and village comprehensive land use/development and
recreational plans are submitted to and utilized by GCMPC as reference
sources. In addition, a database of building permits is maintained by
GCMPC. Information is compiled and analyzed for current land use and to
project socioeconomic trends. These resources along with extensive data
from the U.S. Bureau of the Census, allow the GCMPC to monitor land use
and evaluate expansion/change in land use patterns and the potential for
coinciding effects on Genesee County's transportation system.
Transportation programs, plans and individual projects are evaluated in terms
of their potential for impacting surrounding areas as well as on a system wide
level.
The 2006 Genesee County Land Use Analysis was completed by GCMPC
with the help of local units of government. The analysis updated the existing
land use inventory, and revealed powerful land use trends and growth
patterns in Genesee County. Comparisons between the new land use data
and the 1978 Michigan Resource Information System (MIRIS) land use/land
cover data show that development in Genesee County has centered on travel
corridors, following the expressways and roads. As part of the model
improvement program, this new land use data was incorporated into the new
transportation model for delineation of traffic analysis zones and defining area
types in the model. The local units of government are being encouraged by
staff to use the analysis as a tool to aid in the advancement of land use
planning activities throughout the county.
As part of the 2035 LRTP a Land Use Technical Report was developed. The
report projected what Genesee County would look like in 2035 if current land
use trends continued. The plan also looked at various growth scenarios to
see how they effected the environment and transportation. A scenario was
selected as an example of what Genesee County should look like in the future
and the plan provides recommendations on how to meet this goal.
The Flint area is undergoing an economic upturn as new businesses are
moving into the downtown district, and staff is working to help the process
along. In an effort to help optimize traffic flow conditions in downtown Flint,
staff was involved with the Downtown Flint Parking and Traffic Study. The
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study evaluated a variety of alternatives for improving transportation and
parking issues in the downtown area. The study proposed the possibility of
converting some one-way streets to two-way streets, providing additional onstreet parking, providing bike lanes and optimizing signal timing. GCMPC
provided assistance as the Mass Transportation Authority (MTA), the local
transit provider, began renovation work on its downtown transfer center
facility. The goal of the facility is to improve service to Genesee County
residents and provide an improved, updated facility for its customers. In order
to identify specific transportation needs and obtain feedback from the
community, staff attended numerous community input sessions with MTA.
The preferred option from the Downtown Flint Parking and Traffic Study is
currently being implemented with funds from the CMAQ program.

6. Enhance the integration and connectivity of the
transportation system, across and between modes
throughout the State, for people and freight
Throughout Genesee County's transportation planning processes, the MPO
actively seeks out and encourages the participation of all transportation
modes, including transit, air, rail and non-motorized. Agencies and other
groups representing multi modal transportation interests are active
participants in the transportation committee structure of the MPO.
Transportation Improvement Program and LRTP project applications
encourage intermodal projects by giving bonus points to projects that
incorporate non-motorize facilities and/or transit facilities. The Complete
Streets and Intermodal Freight technical reports detail intermodal efforts in
Genesee County.
As part of the process of providing a transportation system that is connected
to systems outside of the Genesee County Planning area, roads in Genesee
County are designated according to the National Highway Functional
Classification System.
As part of this designation, coordination of
classifications with the surrounding counties ensures consistency and
continuity on inter-regional roadways.
Under the National Highway System Designation Act of 1995, Bishop
International Airport, located in the City of Flint, has been designated as a
Major Intermodal Terminal Connection facility to the National Highway
System. Development of intermodal facilities is discussed in the Intermodal
Freight Technical Report.
Application procedures for transit system improvements are integrated into
the LRP planning process and flow through the transportation committee
structure.
The MTA conducted a Public Needs Survey of residents
throughout Genesee County as part of the update of the MTA's Five Year
Strategic Plan. This input provided direction to the MTA to continue expand
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public transit services to all areas of Genesee County and to expand their
Regional Transit Services to meet the needs of Genesee County residents.
Transportation enhancement activities are encouraged as projects that meet
the goals and objectives of the Long Range Transportation Plan. GCMPC
notifies local road agencies and public transit service providers as well as
local jurisdictions when MDOT makes Enhancement Program funds available
for project applications. In addition, GCMPC staff requests that Enhancement
Program applications be provided to GCMPC as part of the local review and
endorsement process conducted through the transportation committee
structure of the MPO. Should the project be selected, it is amended into the
current Transportation Improvement Program (TIP).

7.

Promote efficient system management and
operation
All transportation projects that are eligible for Federal funds are selected and
rated in a consistent, objective, comprehensive, and cooperative process
based on local priorities. Data management systems are used to compile
public transit and highway information and support all phases of the
transportation planning process, including travel demand reduction. This data
is used to evaluate and analyze congestion on the transportation system
When congestion problems are identified and capital improvements are
determined to be cost prohibitive, cost effective congestion management
strategies that may be implemented include Traffic Control Measures (TCMs)
(such as signal optimization techniques); Travel Demand Management
reduction methods (TDMs), (carpooling and vanpooling initiatives), and
intersection reconfiguration. The Transit, Safety, Non-motorized, pavement,
Congestion Management, and Bridge technical reports are examples of how
Genesee County identifies issues and prioritizes funding for projects for
efficient system management and operations.
Potential corridor right-of-way needs are identified during project evaluation
and selection processes and are subsequently presented through the
transportation committee structure along with other system improvements. In
recent TIP development cycles projects have been limited to a maximum of
$55 per lane foot. This helps to stretch the limited funding available yet still
allows for reasonable projects.
Funding for transportation projects occurs through combinations of Federal
funds and other funding sources such as local millages and municipal bonds.
Michigan Public Act 51 of 1951 is the primary funding source utilized for local
match on many eligible projects.
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8.

Emphasize the preservation of the existing
transportation system
Project selection takes a proactive approach to the preservation and
maintenance of the existing system. Projects are identified, evaluated,
prioritized and selected according to the condition of the pavement, for the
purpose of maintaining an efficient level of system wide preservation, utilizing
the most cost-effective methods.
Targeting the prevention of system degradation is initiated through an
extensive preservation and maintenance approach to the transportation
planning process. The pavement management system currently utilized for
Genesee County provides for a systematic approach to analyze and evaluate
the physical condition of all federal-aid highways. Data collection includes
segment inventories that, with the assistance of the PAVER software
program, generate a Pavement Condition Index (PCI) for each segment. The
PCI and the corresponding pavement conditions assist the technical and
policy committees in selecting cost-effective transportation system
improvements.
As a direct result of the establishment of the State of Michigan Transportation
Asset Management Council (TAMC), GCMPC has participated for several
years in serving as the coordinating agency to conduct a PASER Rating
Survey of all federal aid roads in Genesee County. The annual survey is a
major, cooperative effort between GCMPC, local road agencies and MDOT.
This survey serves to provide an additional, multi year source of pavement
surface condition ratings from which trends in pavement preservation and
management techniques can be evaluated.
The purpose of these systems is to provide a structure for data collection,
analysis, solutions and strategy comparisons, with which to guide the
transportation planning process. Commitment to a coordinated effort for the
development of each of the transportation management systems is in process
between the MPO and the Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT).
The Pavement Technical Report outlines the pavement management process
in Genesee County and focuses on the benefits of preservation.
In regards to transit the main recommendation of the Coordinated Plan was to
focus funding on maintaining existing transit services. This is outlined in the
Transit and Coordinated Plans.
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Summary Checklist
The Genesee County 2035 LRTP addresses all 8 planning factors as
summarized in the chart below:
SAFETEA-LU Planning Factors

Technical Reports that address each Factor

1.

Support the economic vitality of the United States,
the States, non-metropolitan areas, and metropolitan
areas, especially by enabling global competitiveness,
productivity, and efficiency

Intermodal Freight, Land Use, Nonmotorized, Pavement, Bridge, and Safety
Reports

2.

Increase the safety of the transportation system for
motorized and non-motorized users

Safety, Complete Streets, and Nonmotorized Reports

3.

Increase the security of the transportation system
for motorized and non-motorized users

Transit and Intelligent Transportation
System (ITS) Reports

4.

Increase the accessibility and mobility of people and
for freight

Model Calibration Report, Intermodal
Freight, Coordinated plan, and Land Use and
Scenario Planning Reports

5.

Protect and enhance the environment, promote energy
conservation, improve the quality of life, and promote
consistency between transportation improvements and
State and local planned growth and economic
development patterns

Non-Motorized, Complete Streets, Transit,
and Air Quality, Land Use and Scenario
Planning Reports

6.

Enhance the integration and connectivity of the
transportation system, across and between modes
throughout the State, for people and freight

Complete Streets, Intermodal Freight,
Transit, and Coordinated Plan Reports

7.

Promote efficient system management and operation

Transit, Safety, non-motorized, Pavement,
Congestion Management, and Bridge Reports

8.

Emphasize
the
preservation
transportation system

Pavement, Transit, and Coordinated Reports

of

the

existing
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Staff
Review
of
Corrective
Actions
and
Recommendations from the 2006 Certification review
of the Transportation Planning Process in Genesee
County.
Every 4 years the Federal Highway Administration is required to conduct a review
of the transportation planning process in Genesee County. The purpose of the
review is to make sure that the federal regulations related to the transportation
planning process are being followed in Genesee County. The review identifies
Corrective Actions, which are mandated changes to the process and
Recommendations that are recommended changes. The Corrective Actions and
Recommendations are listed in Appendix A of this report. The following
information is a staff assessment of how the Corrective Actions and
Recommendations have been addressed since the 2006 certification review.
Corrective Actions

Corrective Actions 1 and 2

The Genesee County Metropolitan Alliance has completed the tasks outlined in
Corrective Action 1 and 2 by establishing and updating planning agreements with
agencies within Genesee County and with agencies outside Genesee County but
within the urbanized boundary. The Genesee County Metropolitan Alliance has
received notice from the Federal Highway Administration that Corrective Actions
1 and 2 have been met and removed. The letter removing the Corrective Action
has been included as Appendix B of this report.

Corrective Action 3

The Genesee County Metropolitan Alliance has been working with the MTA,
MDOT, FHWA, and local units of government to develop an operational
Congestion Management Process (CMP) to be used for the development of the
2035 Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP), and the LRTP must be approved
by October 28, 2009. This work is to address Corrective Action 3. Through this
effort the CMP has been updated to be operational, multimodal, and fully
integrated into the transportation model. The transportation model was
developed to include a transit and freight network and was used to identify
deficiencies and evaluate projects and project alternatives. The draft LRTP is
complete and is out for public comment. The Federal Highway Administration
has reviewed the work completed on the CMP and has indicated that at this time
they feel we have met the intent of the corrective action and seen no reason why
the corrective action will not be removed once the plan is approved.
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Recommendations

Recommendation 1

A meeting was held on July 11, 2007 at MDOT Lansing offices with the Federal
Highway Administration (FHWA), Michigan Department of Transportation
(MDOT), and Genesee County Metropolitan Planning Commission (GCMPC)
staff to discuss the relationship between GCMPC and the Genesee County
Metropolitan Alliance (GCMA) and agree how to address recommendation 1. A
summary of the meeting has been included as Appendix C of this report. To
address recommendation 1 the following has been implemented: All public
documents have been updated to clearly identify that they are products of the
Genesee County Metropolitan Alliance and that the Genesee County
Metropolitan Planning Commission serves as staff to the Genesee County
Metropolitan Alliance. Both logos appear on the cover of documents. The
statement “The Genesee County Metropolitan Alliance is the Metropolitan
Planning Organization (MPO) for Genesee County. The Genesee County
Metropolitan Planning Commission Serves as the staff for the MPO and provided
the staff resources for the development of this plan.” is on the inside cover of the
2035 LRTP summary document and similar statements are included at the
beginning of all public documents. Updates have been made within the text of
public documents to better identify the relationship of the two organizations. The
Long Range Plan Summary document is an example of this as there is very
limited and carful use of GCMPC and GCMA within the text. The term “staff” is
used in most cases and is used sparingly.

Recommendation 2, 4, and 5

A Model Development Committee was formed in March of 2006 to guide
development of the transportation model for the 2035 update of the Long Range
Transportation Plan and to make sure the model addressed Corrective Action 3
and Recommendations 2, 4, and 5. MDOT, FHWA, and the Mass Transportation
Authority (MTA) were several of the members who participated on the committee
in addition to GCMPC staff. The following work was competed to address
recommendations 2, 4, and 5: The Genesee County Metropolitan Alliance
contracted with a transportation modeling consultant to help to build a completely
new transportation model. The consultant was guided by the Model
Development Committee and by the recommendations provided by FHWA
regarding the transportation model as part of the certification review. The
transportation model that was completed for the 2035 LRTP update was
developed as a time of day model vs. a 24 hour model that was previously used.
This allows for analysis of the transportation system at different times of the day
and provides a more comprehensive view of congestion. All of the model inputs
were reviewed and some new data was collected to help improve the model.
This data included an onboard transit survey to help develop the transit model
network and the completion of a speed study on select corridors to help to
determine delay and to help calibrate and validate the transportation model.
Transit and freight networks were added to this version of the model to better
address various modes of transportation in Genesee County. The model was
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also developed to fully integrate the Congestion Management Process (CMP).
The CMP has been updated to be operational, multimodal, and fully integrated
into the transportation model and was used to identify and prioritize deficiencies
and evaluate and prioritize projects and project alternatives. The model has been
greatly improved and staff feels that it is above the state of practice for urbanized
areas of the same size and complexity.

Recommendation 3

To address Recommendation 3 the Genesee County Metropolitan Alliance
completed a literature review of Long Range Transportation Plans from across
the country to evaluate how to best develop the 2035 Long Range Transportation
Plan. Staff also requested that the Long Range Transportation Plan Steering
Committee review the existing plan and provide comments on how to improve it.
Using the results from both the literature review and the committee comments
staff developed a plan for the update. The plan for the 2035 update was
submitted to MDOT and FHWA for their review and concurrence. It was agreed
that the plan would be a complete rewrite and would be developed as a summary
document with supporting technical reports. The summary document that was
developed is short and easy to read and highlights the major findings and
recommendations of each of the focus areas such as transit, pavement and
safety. The technical reports are included with the summary on a CD in an
Adobe Acrobat format. The reader can view the technical reports if they would
like to see more detail. The LRTP is also posted on the GCMPC website
(www.gcmpc.org) for viewing.

Recommendation 6

The MTA and Genesee County Metropolitan Alliance have continued to
coordinate with local agencies and local units of government to help develop
transit in Genesee County to address Recommendation 6. To provide incentives
for local agencies to incorporate transit elements into transportation projects the
Genesee County Metropolitan Alliance has provided bonus points on project
applications for projects that include transit elements. The MTA is a participating
member of all Genesee County Metropolitan Alliance committees and the
Genesee County Metropolitan Alliance is a participating member of the MTA local
advisory committees. An example of how the agencies have worked together to
implement transit is the Miller Road High Priority Project (HPP). The MTA and
Genesee County Metropolitan Alliance recently worked with the Genesee County
Road Commission and Flint Township to incorporate transit elements, such as
bus bump outs, into the Miller Road High Priority Project (HPP). The two
agencies also work together to conduct frequent surveys of the transit needs of
Genesee County residents and also for public participation efforts. This is
identified as a work item in the Genesee County Unified Work Program under
Transit Planning.

Recommendation 7

To address Recommendation 7 the Genesee County Metropolitan Alliance works
with the MTA to ensure that the Long Range Transportation Plan and
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Transportation Improvement Program transit projects are fiscally constrained. To
accomplish this, the agencies works together to ensure projected revenues are
reasonable and projects never exceed the projected revenues. The agencies
also work together to ensure that changes in project funding are reflected in the
LRTP and TIP for fiscal constraint. This is identified as a work item in the
Genesee County Unified Work Program under Transit Planning.

Recommendation 8

Addressing Recommendation 8, the Michigan Department of Environmental
Quality (MDEQ) is actively involved in the Genesee County Interagency Work
Group (IAWG) and air quality determinations for Transportation Improvement
Program (TIP) and LRTP plans and projects.

Recommendation 9

The recommended changes were made to the Public Participation Plan (PPP)
and the plan went through an additional 45 day public comment period. The
SAFETEA-LU compliant PPP was approved May of 2007. The ad for this
comment period has been provided in Appendix D.

Recommendation 10

A 2 week period between a public hearing and plan approval was added as part
of the plan development and approval process in the PPP to allow time to
incorporate any changes that might need to be made as a result of a public
comment period. A two week period from July 7, 2009 to July 22, 2009 was
provided between the July 7, 2009 public hearing and the July 22, 2009 Genesee
County Metropolitan Alliance meeting to incorporate any comments received
during the public comment period. The advertisement showing the date of the
public hearing has been provided in Appendix E.

Recommendation 11

As part of the Public Participation Technical Report for the 2035 LRTP staff
documented how the LRTP Steering Committee reviewed past public
participation efforts and made improvements based on this evaluation that was
used for the development of the 2035 LRTP. The 2035 LRTP is the first
document developed under the new PPP and staff will review the effectiveness of
the LRTP outreach efforts after approval of the plan. This review will be
documented along with reviews of future public participation efforts.

Recommendation 12

Staff has participated in the development of the common data format for the TIP
and uses the format for TIP administration.

Recommendation 13

Staff has partnered with the Michigan State Police and Wayne State University
for a safety study in Genesee County. Plan data is used to prioritize safety
related funding in Genesee County. Staff held a series of input sessions with
various organizations related to safety in Genesee County, such as the Michigan
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State Police and local police and road agencies, for the development of the
Safety Technical Report for the LRTP to review Genesee County safety data, to
identify safety issues in Genesee County, propose solutions to the identified
problems, and to identify potential funding sources. The Genesee County
Metropolitan Planning Commission is part of the Safe and Active Genesee for
Everyone (SAGE) that is made up of the Beecher Community Development
Council, City of Flint-Parks & Recreation Department, City of Flint-Transportation
Department, Crim Fitness Foundation, The Disability Network, Flint River
Corridor Alliance, Friends of the Flint River Trail, Genesee County Health
Department, Genesee County Parks & Recreation Commission, Genesee
Regional Trail Council, Greater Flint Health Coalition, Greater Flint Olympian &
CANUSA Association, Gould Engineering, IMA Recreation Association, Michigan
Fitness Foundation, Rowe Professional Services, University of Michigan-FlintCenter for Applied Environmental Research, University of Michigan-FlintRecreation Center and the YWCA. This group works to identify health and safety
issues in Genesee County and works to get funding to address the identified
issues. Staff will continue to explore new partnerships related to safety to
leverage additional safety money for the region.

Recommendation 14

Staff has revised the safety section of the LRTP to better document safety
planning efforts and has included this information of the GCMPC website. To
better disseminate safety information staff includes safety data and projects from
the intersection safety study in the annual notice sent to all local units for the
MDOT call for safety projects. A page will be added to the GCMPC website in
the fall of 2009 to better documents safety related efforts and to better
disseminate safety related information.

Recommendation 15

The Regional Trail Plan includes measures of effectiveness to help determine
what goals and objectives have been reached.
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Appendix A
Listing of Corrective Actions, Commendations
and Recommendations

Appendix B
FHWA Removal of Corrective Actions 1 and 2

Michigan Division

315 W. Allegan, Room 201
Lansing, Michigan 48933

December 11, 2007

Ms. Susan P. Mortel, Bureau Director
Bureau of Transportation Planning (B340)
Michigan Department of Transportation
Lansing, Michigan

Mr. Robert Johnson, Chairperson
Genesee County Metropolitan Alliance
1101 Beach Street – Room 223
Flint, Michigan 48502-1470

Dear Ms. Mortel and Mr. Johnson:
Your November 26, 2007, letter requested the removal of corrective actions from the Genesee County
Metropolitan Alliance (GCMA) FY 2007 Certification Review. The corrective actions required the
immediate establishment of planning agreements, as called for in 23 CFR 450.310, for the areas inside the
Flint/Genesee urbanized area that are not within the GCMA metropolitan planning area boundary and the
review and update of current planning agreements between the planning partners involved in the planning
process within the Flint urbanized area.
Overall, the documents submitted, memorandums of agreement (MOA) with the Southeast Michigan
Council of Governments, the Saginaw Metropolitan Area Transportation Study, and the Shiawassee
County Road Commission, appear to address the requirements of 23 CFR 450.310. Further, updates to
the planning agreements with the Genesee County Metropolitan Planning Commission, the Mass
Transportation Authority, the Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT) and MDOT modeling
appear to address the corrective action listed in the certification report.
FHWA staff has consulted with Federal Transit Administration staff on this issue and received their
concurrence on the removal of the corrective actions from the GCMA FY 2007 Certification Review.
We, therefore, remove the corrective actions noted above.
If you have any questions regarding this matter, please contact Christopher Dingman, FHWA at (517)
702-1830 or William Wheeler, FTA at (312) 353-2789.

Sincerely,

James J. Steele
Division Administrator

Profile No. S-97182

Nordberg, Jason
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dingman, Christopher [Christopher.Dingman@fhwa.dot.gov]
Wednesday, December 12, 2007 12:00 PM
Bradshaw, Derek; smallm@michigan.gov; williamso2@michigan.gov; Nordberg, Jason;
Wheeler, William <FTA>; richardsons@michigan.gov; Mckenzie, Stewart <FTA>
Corrective Action Removal Letter

Revised Removal of
Flint Corre...

Greetings everyone.
I have attached the letter from FHWA removing the Corrective Actions (#1 and #2) from the
2007 GCMA Certification Report. Feel free to contact me if you have any questions on this
item.
Thanks,
Chris Dimgman
Transportation Planner & Research Coodinator
FHWA-Michigan Division
315 W. Allegan, Rm. 201
Lansing, MI 48933
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Appendix C
July 11, 2007 Meeting Summary

ROOM 223 – 1101 BEACH STREET
TELEPHONE (810) 257-3010

FLINT, MICHIGAN 48502-1470

FAX (810) 257-3185

Summary of the July 11, 2007 meeting at the Michigan Department of Transportation
(MDOT) offices to discuss the relationship between the Genesee County Metropolitan
Planning Commission (GCMPC) and Genesee County Metropolitan Alliance (GCMA).

Present
Jim Cramer
Sarah Koepke
Susan Richardson
Marsha Small
Ola Williams
Julie Hinterman
Derek Bradshaw

Jim Cramer asked to be added to the August 15, 2007 Genesee County Metropolitan Alliance
agenda for a presentation on the results of the 2006 Certification Review.
Derek Bradshaw acknowledged that Mr. Cramer will be added to the agenda.
Julie Hinterman described the relationship between Genesee County Metropolitan Planning
Commission (GCMPC) and Genesee County Metropolitan Alliance (GCMA). Genesee County
Metropolitan Alliance is the MPO and the policy committee for the Flint-Genesee County
Transportation Planning Study Area. Genesee County, through the GCMPC, provides the local
match for the Federal PL and 5303 funds. GCMA dues (about $4,000 collected annually) are
used to offset the required match for the federal funds. GCMPC lends out its staff to the GCMA,
GLS Region V, the Genesee County Board of Commissioners and to other agencies. Genesee
County Metropolitan Alliance does not have staff and relies on GCMPC staff to fulfill MPO
obligations. The MDOT Master Agreement and project authorizations are with GCMPC, as they
are recognized as the fiduciary agency.
FHWA was asked if there were other locations in the State of Michigan that had similar
relationships as the GCMPC and GCMA relationship described by Ms. Hinterman. FHWA could
not identify areas with similar relationships in the state and stated that this relationship is
unique. FHWA, MDOT and GCMPC agreed that due to the unique nature of the relationship
certain details should be discussed and agreed to by the three agencies. MDOT, FHWA and
GCMPC staff agreed that:
•

•

Work products, such as the LRTP and TIP will include a cover that identifies the product
as a GCMA product and will include a GCMA logo. The cover will also include a
statement that the product was developed by GCMPC staff. A copy of the 2008-2011
TIP was provided that included the elements previously listed.
The Master Agreement and Project Authorizations are to be with GCMPC rather than
GCMA.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY ORGANIZATION

•
•
•
•
•

The billings will be submitted on GCMPC letterhead.
General correspondence to MDOT and Federal Highways will be on GCMA letterhead,
including TIP amendments.
All documents will describe the relationship between GCMA and GCMPC and the
terminology “staff” will be used for staff. Use of GCMPC staff or GCMA staff will be
avoided.
Public Comment Period/Hearing ads will explain the relationship between GCMA and
GCMPC. An example of a current ad was provided.
Contracts with consultants will be with GCMPC.

GCMPC noted that draft copies of updated and proposed MOAs were previously emailed to
MDOT and that any comments need to be submitted back to staff by July 13, 2007 to be able to
take revised MOAs to County Legal Counsel, TAC and GCMA for review and approval. MDOT
agreed to have the MOAs to GCMPC with comments by the identified date. It was agreed that
there must be an MOA in place with Shiawassee County and that the Shiawassee County Road
Commission would be the proper entity.
May billings will be submitted to MDOT by the end of the week. Copies of the 2008-2011 TIP
and the 2030 LRTP Amendment will be submitted to MDOT by the end of the day Friday.

DB:JN:no
K:\trans\Certification\GGMA_GCMPC

Appendix D
PPP Advertisement

Appendix E
LRTP Advertisement
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Hoping parents listen

EVERYDAY LOW PRICES!
WASHERS .......................... $49
DRYERS ............................. $49
REFRIGERATORS ............... $99
STOVES .............................. $99

Flint-area teens use prose for healing, understanding
RONEISHA MULLEN

About the book

Contributing writer

GENESEE COUNTY —
Asia Johnson is an academic
achiever, a star athlete and a
social butterfly.
On the surface, it looks as
if she has it all.
In reality, there’s nothing
the 13-year-old wants more
than a relationship with her
father.
She says so in a new
book, “Listen To Me,” which
she co-wrote with a dozen
other Flint-area students. In
heartfelt prose, the young
people offer insight into the
most personal experiences,
along with their hopes,
dreams and problems. The
book is aimed at getting
their parents to understand
them better.
“A relationship with my
father is important to me
because I still love him, even
though he’s not here for
me,” Asia wrote. “Sometimes
I wish he would at least visit
me so that my relationship
with him is not empty.”
The students began working on the book in November and completed it earlier
this year. It’s about 70 pages
long.
The students are part of
the Gifted Learners program, run by licensed professional counselor Recco
Richardson, a member of the
Carman-Ainsworth Board of
Education. The program targets academically advanced
students, some who’ve faced
difficult circumstances, and
is open to youngsters from
throughout Genesee County.
Students have to be recommended by a teacher or
community leader and taking honors classes at school.
Several of the students
are adopted, while others
are in foster care. Others
suffer from attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder and
depression.
Writing the book was a
coping mechanism to help
the teens talk about their
issues. It also allowed them
to share their experiences
with the hope of inspiring
other young people in similar situations.
“The kids wanted to place
in writing their experience
and success stories, the
things they’ve overcome,”
Richardson said. “They
wanted other kids and par-

• What: “Listen To Me,” a collection of short stories by Flintarea teens, highlights issues
they face in dealing with their
parents and trying to follow
their dreams.
• Funds: Proceeds will be used
toward a planned ﬁeld trip for
the students to New York.
• Cost: The book sells for $20.
• Details: www.recco
richardson.com or (810)
394-7815.
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Look for our
daily ad in the
Wise Buys.
We accept
FIA/DHS vouchers.

WASHERS • DRYERS • STOVES • REFRIGERATORS • FREEZERS
2307 S. Saginaw, Flint (just S. of I-69)
810-341-1663 • Open Mon-Sat 9am-6pm
2970 Flushing Rd., Flint (W. of Ballenger Hwy.)
810-235-3474 • Open Mon-Sat 9am-6pm

REQUEST FOR
PROPOSAL

3286586-01mb

mlive.com

thinking and hurt myself.
“Anger is something I
hate because I want to be
happy.”
(RFP)
Jordan Johnson, meanwhile, wants her parents to
back off a little.
The Genesee - Lapeer - Shiawassee Region V
“I love my parents but
Planning and Development Commission invites
sometimes they love to take
over everything I do,” Jorsealed proposals for a Biennial Financial and
dan wrote. “I was trying to
Compliance Audit for Fiscal Years 2008 and
tell them to trust me and listen to what I have to say.
2009. Proposals will be accepted at the Oﬃces
“I want to learn to do
of the GLS Region V Planning & Development
things for myself,” said JorPETER SCHOTTENFELS | THE FLINT JOURNAL
Commission, 1101 Beach Street, Room 223, Flint,
dan, 13.
“Listen to Me,“ written by Flint-area students, has given them an
After reading her daughMichigan 48502 until July 15, 2009, at 4:00 p.m.,
outlet for releasing “some of that pent-up anger, frustration and
ter’s story, Dionne Johnson
anguish,” counselor Recco Richardson says.
local time. If you have any questions regarding
said she’s giving her room
to grow.
the proposal, please plan to attend the Pre-Bid
ents to know that things can “I know she may not be the
“I didn’t know she felt like
Meeting, which will be held at the GLS oﬃce on
work out.”
best person in the world,
that,” said Johnson of Flint
The book is divided into
however, I still need her and Township. “Now, I allow her
Wednesday, June 24, 2009 at 1:30 pm EDST.
three chapters. In the first,
desire that she be a part of
to try to figure things out
students reveal their dreams. my life.”
before I interject, or I wait
In Chapter 2, they reveal
The book has influenced
for her to ask me for help.
“An Equal Opportunity Organization”
their problems. The third
parents of the students. After
“It allowed me to accept
3286607-01bb
chapter focuses on their rela- reading her son’s story about her thoughts.”
tionships with their parents. his anger, Maureen Staple“It really gave them a
ton learned that she needed
chance to think about how
to take a different approach
they felt and release some
to helping him. Tarrence
of that pent-up anger, frusMatthews, Stapleton’s son,
tration and anguish,” Richhas attention deficit hyperardson said. “When parents activity disorder. Sometimes
read it, they say I didn’t real- it’s hard for him to focus,
ize kids felt that way.”
and he struggles in some
In a story about his parareas at school.
Bed and Breakfast Package
122nd Grand Hotel
old Fashioned
ents, Israel Williams writes
“I learned that he needs
Birthday Package
4th of July celebration
of how his relationship with more hands-on help, instead
Now through July 1st: $249 per room
July 2 - 5
Stay two nights and the third night is
July 5 - 17, Aug. 1 - 15: $299 per room
his parents has led to low
of me telling him all the
Includes welcome and cocktail
free. Or, stay one night and the second
Up to four people per room.
self-esteem and a lack of
time,” Stapleton said. “Now
receptions, children’s carnival,
night is half off.
All resort amenities and
cookout luncheon, ice cream
self-confidence. (Israel is not we play Scrabble because it
full breakfast included daily.
social
and
fireworks.
his real name; it has been
helps him with spelling, and
changed for the book to pro- we play dominoes to help
Packages include full breakfast and five-course dinner daily (except Bed and Breakfast Package).
tect his identity.)
him with math.
Through his writing,
“It taught me to be more
Israel, who is now in foster
patient with him.”
care, learned that he needs
Tarrence, 15, is a freshto forgive his parents, in part man at Northwestern High
so that he no longer feels
School. He wants to be an
like a victim.
engineer but fears his anger
“It’s important that I have will get in the way of his
a good relationship with
future.
my mother. Through her, I
“I get frustrated, and I hit
1-800-33-GRAND
can learn how to treat and
stuff,” Tarrence said. “I could
GRANDHotel.com
love women,” Israel wrote.
go off on something without

How grand will your
family vacation be?

3285328-06

ATTENTION!
PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD and PUBLIC HEARING:
A 30-day public comment period for the proposed Genesee County 2035
Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) and Air Quality Conformity Findings will be held from Monday, June 8, 2009 through Tuesday, July 7,
2009. Federal legislation requires that each metropolitan planning organization produce a Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) with a twenty-year planning horizon. The Flint-Genesee County Long Range Transportation Plan includes strategies/actions that lead to the development
of an integrated, intermodal transportation system that facilitates safe
and efﬁcient movement of people and goods, while addressing current
and future transportation demands. The proposed Genesee County LRTP
is available for public review and comment at the Genesee County Metropolitan Planning Commission Ofﬁce located at 1101 Beach Street, Room
223, Flint, MI, and on our website at www.gcmpc.org. Ofﬁce hours are
Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m., and 1:00 p.m. to 5:00
p.m. Comments may be made in person or by mail, telephone, facsimile
or e-mail.
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Additionally, the draft Genesee County 2035 LRTP with Air Quality Conformity Findings is available for public review and comment at the following locations: Genesee County Road Commission, Flint Mass Transportation Authority (MTA), the Michigan Department of Transportation
(MDOT)-Davison Transportation Service Center, and each Genesee
County city, township and village ofﬁce and libraries. Please contact
individual locations for address and business hour information.
A Public Hearing will be held on Tuesday, July 7, 2009 at 6:00 p.m. in the
Willard P. Harris Auditorium, Third Floor, Genesee County Administration Building, 1101 Beach Street, Flint, Michigan. This hearing complies
with the intent of the Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efﬁcient Transportation
Equity Act: A Legacy for Users (SAFETEA-LU).
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Three input sessions will be held throughout the public comment period
at the following locations:
June 18th - Grand Blanc Senior Center
12632 Pagels Drive, Grand Blanc, MI 48439
5:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
June 20th - Flint Farmer’s Market
420 E Boulevard Drive, Flint, MI 48503
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
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June 25th - Clio Area Senior Center
2136 W. Vienna Road, Clio, MI 48420
5:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
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The Genesee County Metropolitan Planning Commission will furnish reasonable auxiliary aids and services to individuals with disabilities upon request.
Individuals with disabilities requiring auxiliary aids for services should contact the Planning Commission by writing or calling the following:
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Mr. Derek Bradshaw, Principal Planner
Genesee County Metropolitan Planning Commission
Room 223, 1101 Beach Street
Flint, MI 48502
Telephone: (810) 257-3010 Fax: (810) 257-3185
email: gcmpc@co.genesee.mi.us
Michigan Relay Center: 1-800-649-3777 or 711
“An Equal Opportunity Organization”
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